
Considering these factors, we give the
content a rating, offer comments and
propose recommended action from our
experts, which our LQA team are more
than happy to implement!

How valuable is your content?
 

What do your customers and/or viewers get from it?
Does it mean the same for everyone? Should it?

Why is it important?
 

When you have a limited opportunity to get your
message across, every word counts. 

Top-notch
Linguistic

Quality

A brand new linguistic service from Alpha CRC

Linguistic Quality Audit

At Alpha, we invest in our international staff and facilities, offering
commitment and reliability to our clients in every way.

Interested in working with us?
Please contact us now: kchang@thisisalpha.com

Linguistic Quality Auditing gives you:
Better awareness of quality and
impactfulness of content
Expert-driven direction to improve
existing content

Luckily, Alpha has a solution to test how valuable your
content is. Linguistic Quality is a very important aspect
of creating content, and we have a brand new service

that will inspect and improve it. 

Positive perception of
company and 

better international 
engagement and sales.

Greater impact
from information.

Higher all-around
quality and direction.
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At Alpha, we invest in our international staff and facilities, offering
commitment and reliability to our clients in every way.

Interested in working with us?
Please contact us now: kchang@thisisalpha.com

Learning how effective your content is, and knowing
how to improve it is extra important when dealing with
international, multilanguage localization.

A brand new linguistic service from Alpha CRC

Linguistic Quality Audit

We start by profiling the content
type to decide the best localization

process and which metrics will be used
to measure quality.

We look at platform content, client
acquisition, and web and general
content. This can include anything 
user-facing, such as apps, interface, website, 
email newsletters and push notifications. 

Adherence
With style guide

and branding

Impression
Overall content in

context

Once we know this, our in-house experts can get started.
During the auditing process, we measure:

Readability
Fluency for easy
understanding

Accuracy
Correct linguistic
and grammar use

Audience
Suitability for the
target audience

Impact
Tone, style, and

register

What happens during a Linguistic Quality Audit?

We have in-house language and culture
experts who can tell you exactly what's
working and what isn't in any given
country. What's more, we can fix it too. 
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